A Large Aperture UWB Antenna Array for Real Beam Radar Imaging
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The development of four-element ultra-wideband (UWB) comb taper slot antenna array with 18 cm element spacing for real beam radar imaging is described. The four-element UWB array system with optimum element spacing is analyzed by energy pattern. A wideband double ridge horn antenna is used as the transmitting antenna, the developed large aperture UWB array is used as the receiving antenna. The transmitting antenna and the receiving antenna are combined with impulse time domain measurement system to achieve real beam radar imaging. The receiving impulse signals at various positions are processed by the time delay and sum algorithm. The examples of several aluminum cans have been verified in the resolution and compared with using the UWB array as a receive antenna and the double ridge horn as a transmit antenna in the test setup. The crossrange resolution of UWB antenna array is better than wideband double ridge horn antenna because the beam width of UWB array is narrower.

1. Introduction

In recent years, ultra-wideband (UWB) radars have become more and more attractive for microwave sensing and imaging applications [1, 2]. The short pulse duration of only a few picoseconds offers the advantage of a high range resolution leading to ground penetrating radar (GPR) applications through wall imaging or contactless material testing [3–5]. The UWB array waveform is an effective way of improving the resolution for microwave imaging. The pulse width is an important factor that affects the angular resolution of UWB antenna array. Angular resolution can be enhanced by increasing the number of array elements, the interelement spacing, or signal bandwidth. They can be modeled to use short pulse techniques to implement high range resolution while directing energy in a particular direction. Consequently, accurate position determination and tracking of objects are possible with UWB signals. This makes an UWB array with impulse waveforms suitable for radar direction finding and imaging applications. These applications require the understanding of the characteristics and specialties of UWB antenna arrays.

The application of UWB arrays leads to narrow beam widths for sparse arrays with large element spacing. To provide high-resolution radar imaging, the antenna beam width should be narrow. Since the 3 dB beamwidth of the antenna array is inversely proportional to the size of the aperture, the larger aperture of the UWB array produces a narrower beamwidth. Unfortunately, a larger aperture UWB array with larger element spacing generates periodic grating lobes in the power pattern; it is impossible to have large array aperture size with small quantity of antenna elements. However, the grating lobes do not occur in the energy pattern, even if the element spacing of the array is larger than one wavelength [6]. If using the energy pattern’s concept, it is easier to get high-resolution radar imaging by a larger aperture of an UWB array with larger element spacing. In this study, this concept will be used in proposed real beam radar imaging. A large aperture UWB array by sparse antenna element can be constructed to achieve high angular resolution without encountering the problem of grating lobes.

UWB excitation and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) technologies can be employed in order to obtain good image...
resolution. There are different radar measurement techniques to present image, including monostatic, bistatic, and multistatic. For creating synthetic focal point, some beamforming methods have been provided, such as time delay and sum scheme [7, 8], microwave imaging via space-time beamforming (MIST) method [9–12], robust weighted Capon beamforming (RWCB) method, and multistatic adaptive microwave imaging (MAMI) method [13, 14]. Different data process methods provide different resolutions and interference rejection capability.

For UWB array radar system, the received data is often processed using conventional “time delay-and-sum beamforming.” In this method, the output is formed by summing weighted and delayed versions of the received signals. The delays used for each antenna position are determined by the array geometry and the desired look direction, while this approach is straightforward and easy to implement. This UWB radar architecture has many desirable features, including a wide bandwidth, short-duration range gating, high dynamic range, high sensitivity, and low transmitted power. Base on the principles of UWB SAR techniques, an UWB real beam radar imaging system will be developed. In this paper, it will be shown that a low-power and high-sensitivity UWB array is suitable for real beam radar imaging system, based on commercially available pulse generator, digital sampling converter, time delay-and-sum beamforming algorithm.

This paper is organized as follows. Design considerations for a large aperture UWB antenna array are presented in Section 2: UWB Antenna Array with Optimum Element Spacing. The development of the UWB real beam radar imaging system is described in Section 3: UWB Real Beam Radar Imaging System. The imaging reconstruction algorithm is presented in Section 4: Imaging Reconstruction Algorithm, and the measurement results are presented in Section 5: Measurement Results. Main 4 conclusions of this study are summarized in Section 6: Conclusion.

2. UWB Antenna Array with Optimum Element Spacing

Large two-dimensional arrays are essential for high-resolution two-dimensional imaging but must be highly thinned to avoid an unrealistic cost, difficult electronic fabrication problems, and handling of an enormous data flow for real-time computation. Microwave imaging often requires side lobe control or via weighting of the frequency domain aperture. Side lobe improvement using spectral weighting is invariably at the expense of main lobe resolution [15, 16]. These images are plagued with artifacts caused by high side lobes. Specifically, these artifacts are false targets and target breakup or speckle.

In this section, the four-element UWB array system with large uniform and nonuniform element spacings is analyzed by energy pattern. The performance analysis of side lobe level of UWB antenna array for real beam radar imaging is shown. The UWB antenna array is composed of four UWB comb tapered slot antenna elements aligned in the $H$-plane, a multistage, with a four-way microstrip UWB power divider, and four identical coaxial cable lines (ULA-316), as shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the $H$-plane energy patterns of the comb slot antenna element by simulation. The energy pattern of the antenna is the total response of the power patterns in the frequency domain. This provides a simple representation of antenna behavior as that of a large number of power patterns. It is easier to describe the energy pattern, instead of the power pattern, for UWB antennas and arrays [6].

There are five types of UWB antenna arrays with different middle element spacing in array aperture of 54 cm, they are described and compared here. Type one (linear array) is UWB array with element spacing of 18 cm. Type two (Case A) is UWB array with middle element spacing of 8 cm. Type three (Case B) is UWB array with middle element spacing of 5 cm. Type four (Case C) is UWB array with middle element spacing of 28 cm. The type five (Case D) is UWB array with middle element spacing of 38 cm. Figures 3 and 4 show the simulation results of the $H$-plane energy pattern for
four-element arrays with reduction and increment middle element spacing. From the above results, if the array is with reduced middle element spacing, the peak side lobe level of the energy pattern will be higher and close to the mainbeam; if the array is with incremental middle element spacing, the peak side lobe level of the energy pattern will be lower and the first null side lobe level will be higher. This is caused by the antenna element energy pattern. Because the energy pattern of UWB antenna array is the convolution of the antenna element transient response with the time-domain array factor.

Summary of above five types UWB arrays, type one (linear array) is suitable for real beam radar imaging due to the side lobe level and first null side lobe level are lower, as shown in Figure 5. Since the element spacing of linear array is large than 1.5 wavelength at the lowest frequency, the mutual coupling is small. The impact of high side lobe level depends on the application of the array. For radar application, the false alarm target may be confused with high peak side lobe level. For the application of point-to-point communication, minor fading may be occurred with high peak side lobe level. In general, the optimum design of array element spacing is required for special application.

3. UWB Real Beam Radar Imaging System

The impulse time response waveform and the narrow beamwidth of an UWB array are good for high-resolution radar imaging. Several types of antennas have been utilized in UWB array applications, including horn, Vivaldi, and patch antennas [17]. The selection of antenna will eventually depend on a system's requirement on portability and bandwidth. The pulse generator and antenna would require custom implementation for their critical requirement on UWB performance.

The proposed system consists of a single transmitting wideband double ridge horn antenna, the four-element UWB comb taper slot antenna array with 18 cm element spacing as the receiving antenna, and impulse time domain radar system. The hardware implementation of the proposed UWB array real beam radar system and a 200 cm of linear scanner are shown in Figure 6. The target is placed on the linear scanner, and the antennas are mounted on wood shelves to acquire target profile. The impulse Gaussian signal with the pulse repetition frequency of 250 KHz is used during the measurement, that is, the pulse period is 4 \( \mu \)s. The impulse generator is a Gaussian pulse with pulse width 30 ps and amplitude 20 V. The receiver is a wideband digital sampling oscilloscope. The receiver has an instantaneous bandwidth of 26 GHz and a linear dynamic range of 66 dB. The output impedance for the trigger generator and digital

![Figure 3: Comparison of energy pattern for four-element array with reduced middle element spacing (X-Z plane).](image)

![Figure 4: Comparison of energy pattern for four-element array with incremental middle element spacing (X-Z plane).](image)

![Figure 5: H-plane energy pattern of UWB linear array by simulation (X-Z plane).](image)
 sampling oscilloscope are 50 ohm. The observation time window can be varied from 10 ps to 2000 ns with variable acquisition data points from 4 to 4096.

The transmitting antenna and the receiving antenna are placed close to each other for quasi monostatic architecture. The total scan length is 200 cm with 200 sample points. The impulse Gaussian signal is transmitted through the wideband double ridge horn antenna. The target reflects impulse Gaussian signal toward the UWB array to register backscattered waveform. Time delays are applied to receive impulse signals at various positions to generate the down range data. The sum of each time delay to achieve an image.

4. Imaging Reconstruction Algorithm

Spatial focusing of the backscattered waveforms can be achieved with a simple time delay and sum beamforming approach, the backscattered waveform recorded at the antenna locations include early and late time content. There are \( U + 1 \) quasi monostatic impulse sample signals when radar is linear scanned along \( x \) direction with total length \( S_{U+1} \). \( x \)-axis is cross range direction and \( y \)-axis is down range direction. The magnitude of scattering signal \( P \) at pixel \((x_m, y_n)\) can be expressed as

\[
P(x_m, y_n) = \sum_{u=1}^{U+1} S_u(t-\tau),
\]

where

\[
\tau = \frac{2\left(\sqrt{(x_u-x_m)^2 + (y_u-y_n)^2}\right)}{C},
\]

\[
x_u = u\Delta x,
\]

\[
x_m = m\Delta x,
\]

\[
y_n = n\Delta y.
\]

\( S_u(t) \) is the received time domain sample data, \((x_u, y_u)\) is the radar position, \( \tau \) is the round trip time delay between pixel \((x_m, y_n)\) and radar position \((x_u, y_u)\), \((x_m, y_n)\) is the image position, \( D_x, D_y \) is the imaging area, \( \Delta x = D_x/M \) is the resolution in cross range, \( \Delta y = D_y/N \) is the resolution in down range, \( \Delta t \) is the pulse width, and \( C \) is the light velocity.

The detail imaging processing flowchart is shown in Figure 7. First, the receiving impulse signals at various positions are acquired as raw data. Second, the target position and the background are subtraction. The radar system needs to take data twice, one is background with target, and another one is only background, and then background can be subtracted to get the target information. Third, the time
Figure 10: UWB radar imaging for example 1 by measurement. (a) Wideband double ridge horn antenna and (b) UWB array quasi monostatic architecture.

Figure 11: Microwave imaging for example 2.

delay and total sum imaging for target location is shown in Figure 8, the received signals are shown in the central panel, when the beamformer is steered to location \( r_0 \) (the actual location of a scatter), the signals coherently sum, as shown by the left panel; when the beamformer is steered to a location other than \( r_0 \), incoherent summation results, as shown by the right panel.

5. Measurement Results

There are four examples of aluminum cans that will be verified in the proposed UWB real beam radar imaging system. In order to prove that the UWB array can improve the imaging resolution, in this section also compared with transmitting and receiving antennas are wideband double ridge horn antenna, as shown in Figure 9. Example one is an aluminum can. \( x \)-axis is cross-range direction and \( y \)-axis is down range direction. The diameter of aluminum can is about 5 cm and placed on \((X: 98 \text{ cm}, Y: 122 \text{ cm})\), as shown in Figure 10, the imaging results are including wideband double ridge horn antenna and UWB array quasi monostatic architectures, the cross-range resolution of UWB antenna array is better than single wideband double ridge horn antenna because the beam width of UWB array is narrower.

Example two is two identical aluminum cans and separation 5 cm by UWB array measurement. The diameter of aluminum can is about 7 cm, placed on \((X: 92 \text{ cm}, Y: 122 \text{ cm})\) and \((X: 104 \text{ cm}, Y: 122 \text{ cm})\), as shown in Figure 11.

Example three is two identical aluminum cans, placed on different position by UWB array measurement. The diameter of aluminum can is about 7 cm, placed on \((X: 92 \text{ cm}, Y: 122 \text{ cm})\) and \((X: 105 \text{ cm}, Y: 135 \text{ cm})\), as shown in Figure 12.

Example four is two different aluminum cans, placed on different position by UWB array measurement. The diameter of small aluminum can is about 4 cm and it is placed on \((X: 115 \text{ cm}, Y: 95 \text{ cm})\), the diameter of large aluminum can is about 6 cm and it is placed on \((X: 87 \text{ cm}, Y: 123 \text{ cm})\) as shown in Figure 13. The target locations and imaging results of four examples are almost the same.

6. Conclusion

The four-element UWB array systems with uniform and nonuniform element spacings are analyzed by energy pattern. There are five types of UWB antenna arrays with different middle element spacing in array aperture of 54 cm
that are discussed. Linear UWB antenna array is suitable for real beam radar imaging because the side lobe level and first null side lobe level are lower.

UWB array quasi monostatic radar architecture is presented for real beam radar imaging. The transmitting antenna is a wideband double ridge horn antenna. The receiving high directivity antenna is a four-element UWB antenna array with total aperture size of 54 cm. By using the time delay and sum algorithm, the magnitude and location of the target can be built. The examples of several aluminum cans are verified in the proposed UWB real beam radar imaging system. The results of real beam radar imaging from measurement structure are in agreement. This radar architecture could be used for RCS measurement, or other radar applications.

The first experimental results have shown that the system successfully detected small metal targets. In the next stage of the research program, dedicated software for real-time image processing, localization, and classification of targets will be embedded into the real beam radar system. The developed approach can be used in other applications such as medical imaging, area surveillance, road and runway inspection, and others.
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